
Current events: Semester 1 mid-term test review

Listening: Words or phrases from the word bank below will be described or explained. You will write the

answer.

  Listen to sample explanations on Mr. Walsh’s website!

Essay: You will write about the anti=Japan protests in China. Write about the causes.

  Review the texts on Mr. Walsh’s website.

  Re-read the essay you wrote before.

Word bank
Archive Link Profile Font Edit Preview
A Post View Blog Compose Bold Italics HTML

Save draft Publish Delete Blog address It’s too light Government

Incident Textbooks The Japanese

Flag

They will

protect Taiwan

China Apologize

The biggest
in a long
time.

The U.S. More than
700

Get out. Civil
disobedience

A graveyard

More than
100,000

To stop
people from
joining.

Coffins The Army
recruiting
center

At a college.

 Below are explanations of the keywords. They are in order. Listen to them on Mr. Walsh’s

website.

This is a list of all the old posts that you have made.

This is when you make a word on your blog connect to another website if you click on the

word.

This is your personal information, including hobbies and your introduction text.

This is the type or style of letters.

This means to change something you have already written.

This lets you see what the new post will look like before you publish it

 This is one block of writing, or a picture that you have added to your blog. (Wasn’t on

the quiz.)



This lets you see the blog after you have changed some things.

This let's you make a new post,

This means fat letters,

This means slanted letters.

This is the computer language that web pages are written in.

This means to save a post you haven't finished, so you can finish it later.

This means to actually add the new post to the blog

This means to erase the post or blog

This is the internet address of your Blog. You can see it from anywhere in the world!

This is why the word ‘incident’ is not a good thing to say about the Nankin Massacre.

This is who the German people blame for the war.

This is the word the textbook used to describe the Nankin Massacre.

This is the main thing that the people in China were angry about.

The protesters in China burned this.

Before the textbook problem, Japan said this officially. This made the Chinese government angry.

This is the country that Japan trades with the most.

This is what some politicians won’t do about the war.

This is the size of the protests in China.

This is the country that Japan used to trade the most with.

This is how many protests and demonstrations there were on the third anniversary of the war.

This is what the group ‘ACT NOW!’ thinks the U.S. should do

This means to break a law on purpose, for a good reason.

This is what the Northwest Ohio Peace Coalition made at a college

This is how many people died in Iraq since the war started.

This is the reason the ‘war resisters league put the coffins in front of the doors of the Army recruiting

office.

This is what the War Resisters League carried.

Tgis is where they carried the coffibs to.

This is the place the Northwest Ohio Peace Coalition made a graveyard.

35 x 2 =70 (test)

20= Quizlab

10= essay


